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USD Law · S tudent Recovering
AfterSharkAttackinPuertoRico

By Laura Patrick

He may have 20-plus years of serious legal practice
under his belt, but after meeting Stephen Fe/:fllolo, the newly
appointed dean of the law school, you cannot help but notice
his natural ability as a teacher. When I sat down with Dean
Ferruolo (pronounced Ferrulo) in late August, the meeting felt
more like a lesson than an interview.
I expected to walk away from our meeting with more
knowledge as to who he was as a person and what he planned to
do for the school, but as I bid farewell to Dean Ferruolo and his
chipper administrative staff, my head was full of sage advice
from the professor-turned-lawyer-turned-dean, and I was
feeling strangely motivated as a student (which is hard to come
by as a third year). While nothing he conveyed to me during
our interview was revolutionary, his passion for academic
excellence and the legal community was infectious:
It should come as no surprise that Dean Ferruolo would
have a knack for instruction, before attending law school at
Stanford he was a history professor for eight years at the same
institution. His natural charisma and enthusiasm for academia
make it ea~y to see why he \Von the Lloyd W. Dinkelspiel.Awai:d
for Outstanding Service as a professor at Stanford University.
But it was not just Dean Ferruolo's academic experience
that scored hini the de~sliip; his wprk as a_ tr~s.ac.tiQniP
attorney at Heller Ehrman LLP and Goodwin Procter LLP
caught the eye of the school. According to a statement released
by USD, " [Ferruolo] is a rare cpmbination - an attorney who
has practiced law extensively at tlie highest levels and who also
has a deep understanding of academic excellence and students'
needs." Ferruolo himself sees why his background would be a
good fit for the Dean position. "I unders.tand the demands of
scholarship and of rigorous academic training," he says.
While it may seem obvious how someone with his expertise
in both fields would make him a good candidate for dean,
Ferruolo never anticipated running the law school.
When asked why he made the jump from attorney back to
school administration he shrugged, "I'm completely surprised
that I'm here." After attending a USD Law distinguished
alumni event where he sat with several assistant deans, he
considered doing some adjunct teaching, but he never imagined
he would one day
be the dean. "But
things worked out,"
he says, "because
law schools are
increasingly
recognizing
the
of
advantages
deans who have
ties into the broader
legal and business
community."
So what is it
exactly that drew
the man to the
job? It was evident
during our talk
that Ferruolo has
a sincere adoration
for the school and
he was not short on
praise. "This is a
Dean Ferruolo poses on campus. He is a great Jaw school," he
firm believer in attaining total balance in says. "I know this law
one's life.
school because some
of the best lawyers
I've ever worked with are USD graduates. There's great
faculty, great students, great staff. There's a great spirit here.
This is not a nasty, competitive, cutthroat, sharp-elbows place
for students."
Dean Ferruolo also found the "strong foundation" laid by
former Dean Kevin Cole appealing. "Our students are getting
Please see FERRUOLO on pg. 6

Lydia Strunk was bitten by an estimated six-foot juvenile tiger shark offthe coast of Vieques in Puerto Rico.

By Evan Acker

One in 11.5 million.
Those are the odds, according to the University of Florida
International Shark Attack File, of being bitten by a shark.
But despite those odds, that's exactly what happened to
USD law student Lydia Strunk, when off the coast of a remote
island in Puerto Rico, she was bitten on her lower right leg by
what many believe was a six-foot tiger shark this past August
16, 2011.
.
.
Strunk, a 3L, was visiting a friend in Puerto Rico for a few
days of relaxation before returning to San Diego to start her last
year oflaw school. On the tail end of her vacation, she decided
to go solo on a visit to the island ofVieques, a small island that
was, until 2004, home to a United States military testing base.
On one of the last nights of her trip, she joined a tour group
that would kayak out to a local bay that was home to a large
concentration of microorganisms that lit up when they were
distressed. A few of Strunk's friends had participated in this
excursion before, and she was eager to see what it was like for
herself.
As the viewing was best in the dark, Strunk and about 18
other kayakers paddled out a quarter-mile, in the dead of night,
during a thunderstorm.
"I thought I was going to get struck by lightening, if any
thing," she said from her home in Ocean Beach.
When the group was well within the concentration ofmicro
organisms, the tour guide tied the kayiiks together so the group
could get into the water and swim. About ten people, including
Strunk, decided to get wet, and rest remained in their kayaks.
" It was really cool," she said. "Those microorganisms were
really cool. "They {the guides) gave us a little spiel about the
organisms and·told as that the only thing we had to worry about
were jellyfish, but 'Don't worry because we have vinegar. '"
Then Strunk heard a few words that no swimmer wants to
hear in the dark-of the night.
"This person swimming right next to me was like, 'Dude,
did you feel that?"' she said. "Just right after he said that, I felt
something crash into me."
Along with ·the collision of some sort, she was also briefly
jerked lower into the water. She wasn't sure what had just hap
pened, and her leg hurt, though not that much.
"Then I immediately pulled up my leg up and saw that it

was shredded."
Strunk quickly lifted herself into the kayak as chaos ensued
all around her.
'
"The little girl sitting next to me is screaming and people
start panicking in the water."
Once in the kayak, the tour guides swung into action. They
put a tourniquet around her leg and paddled as fast as they could
back to shore, where they put her in the company van and sped
off to the emergency room ..
"Once people started to act, I was a little bit more calm,"
Strunk said. "The emergency response was impeccable:"
Unfortunately, Strunk's journey was only just beginning.
Once at the local hospital, doctors told her that they were not
equipped to handle her injuries, which consisted of two large,
distinct flesh wounds on her lower right leg, one just below the
knee and ariother on her shin, approximately ten inches apart.
The medical staff told her that she must fly to San Juan, a 20 to
· Please see SHARK on pg. 5
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From the_Professor's Desk:
The Life and Death ofOsama
Bin,L·a den .~

Welcome back, evezyon::! · It is · good to · see so many
familiar faees back at school, as w ell ·as all the new faces that
!J.ave joined us this year. The SBA has ~een bu sy over the By Joseph J. Dar-by *
summer in preparation for the new year, and we think. it is
going to be a good one.
. September 11 , 2011 , marked the 10th anniversary of the
. First, the SBA Executive Board welcomes its newest Islamic 'fundamentalist terrorist air attack ori the United States.
tneniber, Joshua Poulsen, the ne~ Vice President of Student Law students are busy working on courses that have little to do
, Organizations."
Josh
with terrorism, and this is as it should be, considering the need
has been ~ ·great help
to prepare for the Bar Exani. But the horrific attack, inspired and
to the SBA in the past, .
directed by Osama Bin Laden, the most daring terrorist in history,
including our recent IL
should pro~pt a moment's reflection on the meaning of the man
Orientatiop., a.pd we are
wh.o, if he f ailed to achieve his goal of changing the world, did
confident he will do great
succeed in changing the way we live in America.
things this year. Club
Osama Bin Laden (hereafter: OBL), ofthe tribe of Kendah was
officers' in particular will
born in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and raised in modest circurrist~ces
get to know Josh well
in Jedda, where his father ran a construction company that was to
. over the upcoming year,
b"ring enormous wealth to the famil)i. As. a teenager, OBL showed
as ·his position is the
signs of fretful discontent with the free and easy lifestyle of his
primary point of contact
fellow Muslims. He joined the Muslim Brothers in high, school,
between the clubs and
embracing die ideas disseminated by Sayyid Qutb, who should
the SBA, If you need •
be counted as one of the intellectual founders of modem radical
help gettjng your c;lub
Islamist terrorist activity.
registered, advice on
The 1979 Soviet invasion ofAfghanistan galvanized OBL into
how to reserve a room,
action. As a community organizer in Saudi Arabia, he persuaded
or. you need to get your
and funded young Muslims to fight the atheist communist
club's event on the SBA SBA President Andrew Gil
occupiers of Afghanistan. When the Soviet Army .withdrew from
, Call;ndar (found at ~.sb~usd. com), you can contact Josh at Afghanistan in 1989, OBL interpreted this event as proof that he
usdlawypoforg@ginail.com for mote information.
was capable of leading an invincible jihad against the enemies
1'he SBA had its first general meeting on Monday, August of Islam. Al-Qa'ida was founded and directed to surreptiously
29, and it was a ·great success. In addition to holding the attack, not only regional takfiris (non-practicing Muslims who
special election for the new vice president of _organizations, had allegedly apostacized), but also Israel and the Great Satan in
we also had a huge turnout from both Club officers as well as the United States. OBL famously declared war on America in a
interested students. SBA general meetings are held every other 1996 fatwa, wailing against the presence ofAmerican and coalition
Monday in Warren Hall 131 at noon, with the next meeting troops in the holy territory of Saudi Arabia. What followed was
being on September 12. All- SBA general me.etings are open a grisly sequence of treacherous bombings: the U.S. embassies
to all students. For"thq~ e looking. to get their announcements in Kenya and Tanzania (1998); the US.S. Cole (2000); and most
. on the agenda for an upcoming meeting, c ontact our SBA dramatically of all, the horrendous evil of 9/ 11 .
·Some observers view OBL's life to be a large criminal
Secretary, Sara Wisner (usdlawsec@gmail.com), the week
be.fore the meeting to ensure your item makes it on the agenda. conspiracy, sort of like a religiously motivated mafia, whose
Even if you are not a voting member of the SBA, attending members should be investigated, arrested and tried in U.S. criminal
meetings is still a good way to keep current with the goings-on courts for obvious offenses against the U.S. Federal Criminal
around campus, with announcements not only from clubs but Code. This has already been done to those involved in the 1993 ·
also from student affairs, career services the American Bar motor vehicle bombing ofthe World Trade Center (US v. Rahman,
Association, and the San Diego County B~ Association.
189 F. 3d 88 (1999)), and should have been U.S. policy governing
Discretionary budget meetings will begin on Monday, the military break-in of OBL's safe house in Abbotabad Pakistan
'
September 19, and wil). be held every other Monday (the inMay2011.
Mondays. we do.not have an SBA general-meeting) in Warren
More pragmatically, others characterize Al-Qa' ida'-s jihad
Hall 133 at noon. These meetings are the vehicle for getting as _a modern form of unconventional, assymetrical warfare to
student events funded-. Does yow cfo,b have an upcoming wh1c4 the Geneva Conventions and the I:aw of"Alll1ed Conflict
lun\:h panel, mixer, or other event?· CoriUi.ct -SBA Treasuier" . : apply. According to this -View, OBL was an unlawful combatant,
Jon Salt (usdlawtreas@gmail.com) to submit a funding not _a fu~itive criminal, at the time he was found hiding in his
request and sign up o!1 the budget cominittee TWEN page for Pak1stam safe h~use. Enemy combatants are l.awful targets in time
a chance to speak to the co~ttee . A majority of the· SBA's· of war. · There is no duty under the Law of Armed Conflict for
annual budget is dedicated to funding the various student a soldier to attempt to capture an enemy combatant who has not
events on campus, and we are always happy to hear about new s~endered. OBL was therefore not denied any rights under U. S.
or mtemational humanitarian law when he was shot to death by a
ideas and events.
This year will also see some changes in the social schedule U.S. Navy Seal team.
What impact does OBL's death have on the war on terror? For
of the SBA. You will still see our major social events this
year-the Halloween Party, Barristers' Ball (for our lLs, ~ome , especially those family members whose loved ones perished
that means law _school proll).), and Grad Bash. We will also m great agony on 9/ 11 , there may be some closure. For those
continue our traditional bar reviews, which have already gotten c)larged with. protecting the American
off to a strong start this year. In addition. to .our traditional people agamst future terrorist
social events, the SBA will be hosting a greater variety of atta~ks, there can be no closure. Al
events, including bowling, karaoke, trivia contests, movies on Qa'ida, although weakened, is still
campus, and more. Our goal is to make sure there are social very much _alive. As underscored in
events for all law students, includillg a few family-friendly the President's receni: report National
events for those of our classmates who already have families Strategy for Counterterrorism (June,
of their own. Our social chairs, Tim Hance and Cameron 2011), Al-Qa'ida and its affiliates
Weiss, have already done a greatjob with our first couple of an~ a~erents are operating in South
bar reviews, and I expect them to ci;mtinue to provide us with As1~, m_the Ara?ian Peninsula, in East
great social events throughout the year.
Africa, m Iraq, m the Maghreb and Sahel, in
Credit: AP
Finally, the SBA is dedicated to improving our Southeast and Central Asia, and of course here in the United States,
communication with and· availability to our constituents, the where h~me-grown self-radicalized lone wolves pose an especially
law students. · To better accomplish tliis goal, members of the c~a_llengmg threat to the safety of the American people. ·continued
SBA Executive Board will begin .holding regular office hours v1g1lance and a determination to disrupt, dismantle and eventually
this year. We encourage students to drop by if they have a defeat th~ threat from radical Islam must remain paramount in
question, suggestion, complaint, or just want to chat. We want U.S. foreign and domestic policy. Success in this ep.deavor will
to hear from yoµ! Please check the SBA bulletin board in the el!able all of us to pursue our own forms of happiness, whether it
.Writs for the most current schedule for office hours, or contact be ma~tering the content ofbread-and-butter law school courses, or .
us via e-mail if you want to set up an. appointment to meet watching an NFL game on the television.
outside our regular office hours. The SBA acts as the voice of
*Professor Ditrby is Professor of Law Emeritus at the Law School
the students, .so in order to do our job effectively, we want to
and currently teaches a seminar on Counterterrorism and the Law.
ensure that all the students ' voices are heard.
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.
Motions welcomes all guest columns, articles, photographs, artistic submissions, ·and com USD Law students can be part of the
mentaries. The Editorial Board reserves the right to Motions team in a variety of ways. _Contact
-edit for content, length, style, and.the requirements · m6tions@sandiego.edu to see what positions- ai€
of appropriate taste .
currently available.
We atte~pt to financially reward the Motions
staff for its 'contributions to the newspaper's growth
ADVERTIS
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.
.
and success. However, we are confined to our budget.
Therefore, payment is never a contributor's right;
FOR CURRENT RATES,
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Dis-orientation?
-You Decide!

-Pae 3

Chili Peppers' New
!llbum has its Bumps,
but
Stilt ·
Rocks

By Chris Dibbern

Law school orientation is a large part of the first-year
experience. You meet your new best friends for the first time.
You get to know the campus. You even have your very first
law school class. One thing misunderstood about orientation,
however, is that it leaves you veiy dis-oriented. Imagine that!
I recently spoke with several first-year law students to get
their take on orientation. One student was asked if he learned
everything he needed to know about the basics of law .school at
orientation. He responded, "Where's the gym? I .need to get my
pump on." A certain female student still had trouble knowing
which way was west and which' was east. The most alarming
example is the student (who vehemently refused to give me his
name for this story) that took three full trips on the USD tram
because he was lost. These students had truly lost themselves in Caution: Looking dierctly into Motions' eyes may cause
seizures.
the Jaw school shuffle.
This reporter found it hard to find anything that may lead
to_the source of this vast phenomenon. Yet, the effects are th,ere to put a stop to it. Another student tried to sell a IL "locker
felt everywhere. One student was- so excited about playing insurance." He told her this ~ 'insurance" covered theft, fire,
intramural softball he could not
earthquake, and flood up to $100.
remember his name. He could only
Lµckily, I stepped in and told the
muster a weak ''Hey bro, where can I
, IL that the each book will cost her
turn in my roster?" I later asked him
$500+ at the bookstore and that
how he could have a full roster for
this student's insurance would not
softball on the first day of orientation
even cover a sig)lificant part of one
and he said he was so out of it, he
book. As it turned out, I was able
never asked his Jeadoff batter if he
to sell her my locker insurance for
wanted to play, his cleanup hitter was
a monthly premium of only $25o'.
a legally blind relative of his living in
If any other disoriented l Ls would
Abu Dhabi, and that he himself was
like to purchase locker insurance,
scheduled 1:0 play shortstop, third base,
please·contact Motions for details.
and left field.
-As the IL kids .at USD Law
Another alarming case was a girl .
ease into their class schedules,
I met in the bookstore. She was so
they seem to be getting the hang
overwrought by law school she thought
of what it is to be a Jaw student.
that buying all her first-year books
Many have already learned to
would be a good idea. Since she did
use OneNote to stay · organized.
not know who her professors would
Others know t~ keep a secret stash
be for the spring semester, she bought
of earplugs from the library in
every con-Jaw, property, and criminal
their backpacks. Many more have
law book available! I tried to follow
navigated their ways through the
up with her on the first day of school
winding halls of Warren Hall to
find
their classrooms. l, for one,
, .,l;lfP ~g95 't. j~g_cki~g; -l~P9-1:L fr~m- P,e~ . ---~-~- •
classmate. ·sadly, she is in the hospital · -- :an:i'.Prbud' brt:B.e 'sl6w prdcess of
because a,11 the books she was carrying
reoiientation that will take place
crushed her L-3 and L-4 .vertebrae.
this fall semester. l Ls out there,
When this reporter was told that this
I salufe you: ·Good ·luck and good
injury was a medical impossibility,
night.
he responded that this is a .fake news
***
article. Whe~ told that this injur}r could ·
in fact happen, contrary to what he had
During orientation, this JL was told to keep one ey e
been told earlier, he responded that a
on finals and one eye on student club participation.
IL wrote that part of the article. This
reporter blamed i_t on disorientation.
The disorientation of the new !Ls certainly should not be
exploited for personal gain, of c~urse . That does not mean
there have not been any attempts, though. I recently witnessed
a rather unscrupulous 2L take a IL to the ATM and offer to
use it for them. Fortunately, a brave newspaper reporter was Disoriented yet?

By Jennifer Wakefield

The Red Hot Chili Peppers have come a long way from
performing onstage wearing 11othing more than strategically
placed tube socks, and their latest release, I'm With You, has
this fan begging them to return to the days when they focused
more on the music and less on the package (no pun intended).
Although I'm With You contains some truly remarkable tracks,
overall the album lacks cohesion and direction, and at times
seems as though it were produced solely to get airplay.
It has been almost six years since the Peppers released
their last album, Stadium Arcadium, which was both a critical
and commercial success. During their hiatus, guitarist John
Frusciante left the band to pursue other projects. The Peppers
filled the hole in their lineup with sessions guitarist Josh
Klinghoffer. I'm With You documents the band's struggle to
replace Frusciante's hard-rocking
in-your-face guitar melodies
with Klinghoffer's minimalist,
experimental style. At times,
Klingohffer's guitar blends
seamlessly with the Peppers ·.
and breathes new life into the
bliJ!d, but in many tracks. it
feels as though Klinghoffer
is nothing more -than a studio
guitarist whose music fades H ow this g uy plays such a
into the background, often wicked bass with no fingers,
overpowered by front-man we'll never know.
Anthony Kiedis ' charismatic
vocals and Flea's technical prowess on the bass.
Another hurdle the Peppers had .to contend with was time.
The band has been making music for almost three decades
now, and in recent years their sound has become somewhat
stagnant. Like Stadium Arcadium, I'm With You relies heavily
on formulaic, perfectly produced songs to the point where some
tracks feel too polished and too tailored for radio audiences. The
gritty, cocky style of Bloodsugarsexmagik (released in 1991) is
long gone, replaced by toned-down tracks with less overtly
sexual !yrics, perfect for commercial airplay.
Although many ofthe songs feel rambling and unimpressive,
there are some standouts on I 'm With You. The album opens with
"Monarchy of Roses," a perfectly executed track that weaves
the Peppers' trademark gioory ftink s·ound with menacing guitar
riffs and distorted vocals. The bass-slapping, driving beats, and
well-placed synthesizer _will make evep the laziest law student
want to get off the couch and danc~. "Brandon's Death Song"
begins as a ballad and crescendos into a thundering tribute to
a fallen friend. "Look Around" punctuates Kiedis' trademark
rapping with disco handclaps and bouncing drumbeats, and is
sure to get all the kids moving at their live show. "Did I Let You
Know?" combines jazz horns with Latin drumbeats, creating
one of the most interesting tracks on the album.
Overall, the Chili Peppers have still got it. There will be an
inevitable period of adjustment as the band tries to incorporate a
new guitarist into their style, but I'm hoping that once they find
their groove with Klinghoffer, the Peppers will get out of the
studio, put their tube .socks on and rock like it's 1989.

***

Dude, Where's my. Bar?: Brewley's Pub, Pacific Beach
Brewley's also brings in live music from time to time,
Therefore, it does not yet have a full liquor" license and only·
serves beer and wine. Second, Brewley's does not have a which, to be honest, isn't that sweet. It usually entails
one person with an acoustic guitar and an indestructible
This is the first installment in an ongoing series kitchen and does not serve its own food.
However, Brewley's makes up for it with pretty darn piped.ream to "make it" on any given reality singing show,
designed to survey the social scene in Saint Diego's
fine city and uncover the hidden gems we all could (and good happy hour specials. . On Thursdays and Sundays, which makes for a pretty annoying combo. I'm sorry, sir,
happy hour specials are in effect but you are not through to Hollywood. And, to be frank,
should) treasure. Today's spotlight
· until close ($2 cans, $3 bottles and you were a little pitchy. Excuse the diatribe.
is shined on Brewley's Pint, located
What do I like most about Brewley's? Brewley's
drafts, ·$3 house wine). Brewley's
on Garnet Ave. in Pacific Beach,
keeps
it simple;'it's an authentic bar (the owner is, in fact,
is
also
a
good
option
for
those
riext to the TapRoom and across the
Irish)
that does not try to be something it isn't. If you
desiring
to
imbibe
on
Taco
Tuesday,
street from Henry's Market.
are
looking
for a chill hangout with a gioup of friends,
on
yet
not
desiring
to
sketchily
hit
Brewley's is an atypical PB
Brewley's
is
definitely the spot in PB. It is also probably
the
preteens
who
are
inevitably
bar for a few reasons. First, it's an
the
only
bar
in
PB i would feel comfortable flying solo for
flooding
into
Typhoon;
Brewley's
Irish pub, making it unique to the
a
few
beers
to
watch a game: Brewley's flies under the
offers
$3
domestic
bottles
till
traditional PB scene of meathead
close and good deals on 20-ounce radar, so give it a shot. You just may have found that bar
bro-fests and sweaty dance floors.
Imperial Pints every Tuesday). where everybody knows your name.
As an Irish pub, the place knows
Also, Brewley's allows you to
its beer. Brewley's offers 17 taps
Cheers!
order food from outside the bar
and a decent sized bar conducive
to posting up and settling in to a
and bring it in. The go-to iii that
sampling of a variety of the nectar
situation is usually Woodstock's,
of the gods. Second, Brewley's
which will deliver pizza, wings,
has a friendly, neighborhood-type
tots, or salads straight to the bar.
In terms · of supplemental
vibe, something that can be foreign The Irish and drunk Pacific Beach residents:
to many establishments on Garnett. One group loves to fight, drink, hook up,
entertainment, Brewley's comes
Bartenders and staff are welcoming and speak some incomprehinsible dialect of
through with a pool table and
and willing to help you find a beer English. The other group is from Ireland.
shuffleboard. The tables are usually
that will satisfy your oh-so-sophisticated taste buds.
pretty wide open, but note: if you ever ~ee me on the
Two things to keep in mind: First, Brewley's is shuffleboard table, think twice before issuing a challenge
***
relatively new, having opened in the spring of 2010. I've been known to break a few hearts out there.

By Henry Ciocca
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The Great Debate: Was the SBA Book Exchange a Success
or Failure?
£_ditor's no~e·: Bel~w are ~o articles, each givi~g a different perspective on the same Fall 2011 SBA Book Exchange, held this past A ugust just prior to classes beginning. If you would
like to participate m the dialog, go to www.motionsonline.org and comment on the articles. We encourage you, the reader, to make up your own mind from the pieces below. Enjoy!

Wait, There was a Book
Exchange?

Much Ado About Nothing
By the Student Bar Association Executive Board

By Christina Phan

Balancing heavy legal textbooks walking · into the Writs to
sell books at the annual book exchange this past August, several
second and third year law students were disappointed to find that
they had missed the Book Exchange Fair.
The Student Bar Association (SBA) hosts a book exchange
twice a year where students are able to sell their bo"oks to other
students. This is one of the most beneficial programs hosted
by the SBA. The book exchange is divided into two key
components: the selling and the buying. Unlike last year where
the book exchange process was two weeks, this year the entire
process was condensed into one week, prior to the start of the
academic year. Last year the buying dates were during the first
week of school, when students were back on campus. A third
year law student noted that "this year's book exchange was much
less convenient than the previous year."
The SBA stated that
originally the Office
of JD Student Affairs
had wanted to host
the book exchange the
week before orientation
had
even
started
- two weekends before
school started.
The
coordinator had not felt
that this would be the
most convenient period
for students so he was
able to negotiate with
Student Affairs to have
the book exchange

SBA noted that they received almost 800 books, mainly first-year
books. Several individuals noted that this e-mail was too little,
too late. The new SBA website did not have any indication of
the book exchange; there was' nothing on Facebook about a book
exchange or.e-mails from class reps. There was one e-mail a few
days before the book exchange and also a tack-on to an e-mail
welcoming students back to campus. Comparatively, last year,
the coordinator sent out e-mails, created a Facebook event page
and sent Facebook messages.
Several students also felt that the book exchange was less
organized and there was less hard documentation bf books
entrusted to the SBA to be sold. A second year student noted that
there was no record keeping of the prices she had listed her books
for. A volunteer forgot to input the prices she had listed onto the
database and therefore there was no listing ofhow much her books
were listed and sold for. Comparatively, last year there was a

the week of first-year

orientation. However,
there
was
no
conversation between
SBA
ancf
Student
Affairs about having
the exchange during the
first week of class.
Several
second
and third year students At right, a IL peruses a treatise on agricultural law while a book exchange event organizer, left, puts
noted on Facebook away supplements on human rights and employment law.
and via e-mails and
conversations
to
price sheet form that sellers were asked to fill out. Volunteers had
Motions writers that they were disappointed that there was no
the job of double"checking to ensure that the price~ listed on the
book exchange during the first week of school. One student
book correlated.with the prices listed on the price sheet. Relevant
even posted on the SBA Facebook page, asking why the book
information was later inputted onto an excel spreadsheet that
exchange only lasted a few days and before school started, when
was circulated to the volunteers to cross-reference when selling
people still had work or were on vacation. The coordinator noted
books. SBA noted the reason behind not having the form was
that he felt that the book exchange was mainly beneficial for first
to allow students to h11ve a more user-friendly process wh~re
year students and therefore the schedule revolved around what
they simply had to drop off their books and the book exchange
was most convenient for them. The coordinator noted that they
volunteers would input the important information on the database
did not consider having it the first week of class because the
themselves. In the case of the 2L, the SBA coordinator paid the
exchange would be too chaotic and cause organizational issues
student what the student felt was the proper amount she had listed
with scheduling volunteers.
her books for. The SBA coordinator stated that the new process
Ml¥1Y upperclassmen remember last year's fall book
was more efficient and that SBA had not received any complaints;
exchange to be fantastic. Several third year students noted that
in fact, they received several positive remarks about how much
they purchased the majority oftheir books at last year's exchange
more user-friendly the process was.
and they also sold most of their books. A 3L noted that last year
The SBA book exchange coordinator felt that this year's
she submitted her books a few days later than the acceptance
exchange was very organized and user-friendly and very
period, yet last year's coordinator worked with her, and she was
beneficial to the students. The coordinator intends on applying
able to submit her books for sale and was able to sell all of her
the same overall process ofthis fall's exchange to the spring book
books. This year, at least one 3L lamented on Facebook, stating
exchange. The coordinator was rather surprised to hear ·about
that the people who were managing book exchange would
complaints because he had mainly heard positive notes and only
not take the books he was trying to sell even though the book
received a few questions and disappointments that were settled
exchange was still in progress. However, a volunteer noted that
almost immediately. However, e-mails to Motions writers and
on the first day of the book-buying period, the coordinator had
Facebook statuses and comments seem to tell a slightly different
accepted the books of some students to be sold. It seems that the
story. It seems that those disgruntled students did not contact
inconvenienced third year was simply a day too late.
SBA directly with their concerns and disappointments.
.
The book exchange is also a great opportunity for student
The annual book exchange is one of the best traditions at USD
organizations to raise funds. Volunteers who assist with
and one of the most important programs hosted .by SBA. s6me
the book exchange raise $5 for their student organization of
students thoughf that this year's exchange was beneficial and
choice. Several students noted that unlike past years where
organized while other students believed that it was inconvenient
they were able to volunteer during the first week of class, this
for second .and third year students. The SBA has the difficult
year, due to work or vacation schedules they were unable to
responsibility of finding a balance between the thoughts of !Jiese
assist with the book exchange and raise funds for their student
two groups. Open communication is a goal of this year's SBA
organization~. The SBA noted that they tried to assist as many
Executive Board. However, if the SBA is not informed,.of how
organizations as possible and allowed a few more volunteers than
they can improve, they will not know what to change. Therefore,
needed to volunteer d~g each hour periocj..
the Executive Board requests that any suggestions or concerns
Students believed that there was not as much advertising of
about SBA programs be addressed to them as soon as possible.
the book exchange as last year. Students noted that they were
well aware of the first bar review of the year, but not notified of
the book exchange. There was an e-mail sent a few days prior to
the book exchange, informing students about the process and the
days and hours that they could come in to buy and sell books. The

***

As requested by Motions, this article is written by the SBA
in response to the Motions article written by Christina Phan,
Senior Staff Writer. The SBA is grateful for this opportunity
afforded by the Editor in Chief of Motions, Evan Acker.
The Student Bar Association (SBA) hosts a book exchange
twice a year where students are able to sell their books to
other students. We agree that this is one of the most beneficial
services organized by the SBA, but we' ve been made aware that
there are many misconceptions about the service itself. Though
the exchange requires well over 50 hours to organize and run,
the SBA does not charge any fees to students who participate
(students receive 100% of the profits from their individual
sales). One of the successful practices we carried forward from
last year was to offer students an opportunity to volunteer to
work the book exchange as a way of raising money for their
respective registered student organizations. Funding earned by
student organizations for helping out with the book exchange
may be used to help pay for mixers, panels, and other events.
This year, the SBA increased the number of volunteer time slots
per hour to allow for a greater disbursement of money to the
volunteering clubs.
Unlike last year, it was highly encouraged that the SBA host
the book exchange prior to IL orientation, but the SBA fought
hard to have it moved to the week of Orientation and just a few
days before classes began. This is the most opportune time for
second and tbird-year students to sell their first-year books to
incoming students who would otherwise have to buy their books
from the bookstore in preparation for their first week assigned
reading. Understandably, Student Affairs was concerned that
incoming lLs would leave orientation to take advantage of the
service. As a compromise we were given a list of acceptable
hours and days that coincided with the orientation schedule so
as to minimize the temptation to ditch. This list of ded\led tl"al"es ~-
and times appeared exhaustive but we have since been made
aware that this was not the case. In the spring, ;i.s custom, the
book exchange will be expanded into the first week of school to
. make it more convenient to the student body.
Additionally, there did appear to be far fewer books to
choo~e P:olII in comparison to last.year. This is because several
students spe~t nearly 20 hours over the summer clearing out
old, outdated, leftover books. We pulled out the hundreds
of unclaimed books the SBA had been storing for years from
previous exchanges, sold what we could back to the bookstore
(raising over $1,000 to go back into the student organizations
fund of the SBA budget), donated quite a few to programs
on campus such as Academic ·support (Janet Madden now
has a great collection of IL nutshells to loan to the incoming
students), notified a local high school starting a pre-law program
to take what they wanted, and recycled the remaining (including
books published in the 80's and 90's that we didn't believe
would sell). The SBA, along with several other programs on
campus, has been hit with budget cuts, but as a result this hard
cleanup work, we raised over $1,000 to help offset those cuts
and prevented funding for events and student organizations from
drying up more quickly despite a smaller total amount granted
for these purposes.
The overwhelming mi;ijority of responses from students
who participated in the exchange have ·been positive, so we
were a little surprised at the harshly critical nature of the
Motions article. Unfortunately, with any service provided there
will be human error and in hindsight it "is easy to criticize the
program. The new practice for this year,_having the volunteers
check the books, seller, and prices into an excel chart, was
responsible for the fact that there was an error with only one
student's books. Over 900 books were submitted to be sold in
book exchange. Though every single book is accounted for
in a master list Microsoft Excel document, there was only one
student (who had three books purchased) who had a minor issue
(the prices she listed were on the books for sale but was not
listed on the Excel chart next to this student's book and contact
information) resulting from human error in data imputation
(99.7% efficiency). The SBA immediately contacted her, the
day her books sold, asking her what prices she listed and the
issue was resolved within hours. The SBA was happy to provide
the service that earned that student some extra cash!
The Motions article indicated that several students "noted
that they purchased the majority of their books at last year's
e~change and they also_·sold most of their books." However,
smce students set their own sale prices and the SBA cannot
determine if new editions or books are required, we cannot
be held responsible because one student's books sold last year
and not this year. It's possible that last year a second-year
student could have had all first-year books for sale (likely,
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considering all USD Law students enroll in the same required
courses first-year) whereas this year, elective classes would have
a significantly smaller market (possibly as low as 10% if a class
has 30 students in it and last year all 300 students took Civil
Procedure for example).
In regards to advertising, the book xxchange e-mails were
sent to all students via Student Affairs, coordinators of book
exchange posted the hours on their Facebook pages, and signs
were posted in the Writs listing the hours in addition to being
available on the SBA calendar on the website (SBAUSD.com).
The individual class Facebook pages are created by · SBA
members the summer before the incoming classes matriculate to
help students meet each other, find housing, and for organizations
(SBA and Motions alike) to post announcements of events. We
do answer questions when we see them or when they are brought
to our attention so we understand where that confusion comes
from, but generally, questions should be posed to the board at
our SBA email addresses (available on these Facebook pages, on
the SBA office, and via the "Contact Us" tab of our website
SBAUSD.com).
We do apologize for any inferred negativity to last year's
book exchange. We do not feel last year's exchange or exchange
coordinators were unorganized or improperiy managed. In fact,
last year's coordinator has been a valuable, helpful and trusted
resource. Since there were several problems with the old "price
sheet" system, we instituted a new system in an attempt to
improve upon and prevent these issues. Admittedly, it forced us
to re-ask one student one question, but was an overall upgrade
in organization. In the future, we can take steps to prevent that.
The negative remarks are less directed at last year's coordinators
and more at what we felt was an unwarranted attack. SBA
is working hard to better ·serve the students. After two years
without an adequate website we were able to get one working
towards the end of last summer. In response to complaints
about a lack of communication, we are working more closely
with Student Affairs who have the ability to e-mail all students
and not only the list compiled by us of students who volunteer
their information. Wf? have instituted office hours to be more
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accessible to students. We welcome all suggestions, complaints,
and comments but we do ask that people e-mail us at our official
addresses, come visit us at our office hours, or if anonymity is
desired slip a piece of paper under our door so that we have an
adequate opportunity to address any issues or comments.
Quotes on organization from actual students:
Kevin Kwon, last year's Vice President of Organizations and
Book Exchange coordinator:
"The book exchange has shown some definite improvement
this year," says Kevin Kwon. "Checks seem to be processed
more efficiently by the SBA and were returned much faster
than last year." Mr. Kwon also thought that the Excel
chart system (where volunteers input the information so
book sellers can drop off their books and leave without
having to do much work) "was a great idea in improving .
efficiency."* He also noteq that, "unlike last year,
students are given the choice of picking up their books
immediately after the book exchange using an opt-out
system at the seller's choice. Last year, we held onto the
books until after the Spring Book Exchange without. this
option. It is a good idea that we were unable to implement
last year, and I think it is great that they added it."
*Mr. Kwon did not personally attend or participate in the
Book Exchange, but is expressing an opinion formulated
from what he has heard regarding the process.
Shane Waller, President of Veteran's Law and VP of the
Criminal Law Society:
"Book Exchange was a vast improvement over last year's.
In fact, with the hundreds of unorganized and extra books
on the shelves last semester, I didn't even bother looking
through the books in that cliaos. This year, it appeared to
run smoothly. There were always students there to work the
Exchange and all of the bqoks were organized by subject
and on their own racks. It was clear-cut. No.n-invasive
numbers (not un-ordered student ID numbers) were
assigned to each book to ensure accountability. It appeared
much more streamlined from start to finish."

NFL Football: The ·.M AJORITY
...
Ra_
nkings
--;:·

-: ~~;£~:!/!"~~1#~~::1_
Fall brings two things: school and football. One is better than
the other. ThaiJkfully. · ·
· ·
Football is welcomed distraction from school, and .pretty
much anything else too. For those who love football this is the
beginning of the best time of the year. Everyone thinks that
their team can win the ·Super Bowl; :or that they can wiri their
inappropriately named faii.tasy league, or both. Football talk is
abuzz, and projections and prognostications abound. This, my
friend, is football season.
But w_e are still in law school, or wors~, just starting back up.
So we here at Motions came up with a Supreme Court-justice
themed NFL Power Rankings to start the season. You may cite
the following as authority in any debate.
1. Green Bay, Packers - John Roberts - The presiding
champions. Aaron' Rodgers and the Green Bay Packer$,
much like .Roberts and his conservative
colleagues, have a chance to be a dominant
force for years. ·Their offense is explosive,
and they should have a healthy Ryan Grant
to begin the season. Their division isn't
easy, as Detroit is vastly improved, the
Bears were · in the NFC Championship game, and Donovan
McNabb gives the Vikings a puncher's chance, but Green Bay
will win the division easily, and it seems likely that the NFC's
road to the Super Bowl will end iri Wisconsin.
2. New England Patriots -Antonin Scalia -The team you
either love, or love to hate, and who are completely unapologetic
about who and what they are. Their way is th¢ only logical way.
How could you play football any other
way than the Patriot way? Scalia is a
big fan, I'm sure . •As for the Patriots,
Brady has a new target in veteran wide
·receiver, Chad Ochocinco. Plus, the
Pats added the always-disgruntled
Albert Haynesworth to the defense, ·thus making him the next
Patriot social study.
3. Philadelphia Eagles - Thurgood Marshall - The Eagles
gave Vick a second change and it is paying off. The staunchly
anti-death penalty Brennan believed in
at the very least not ·eliminating the
possibility of a second chance. Vick
has performed beyond expectations,
and sooner than anyone could have
reasonably imagined. They added
the best comerback in the league
in Nnamdi Asomugh. If Vick stays
healthy, which is as likely as your least
favorite class being canceled for the three weeks, they could
easily win the Super Bowl.
4. San Diego Chargers - Brennan - If running the ball is
conservative, then passing the ball must be liberal. In fact, Norv
Turner might do his best Andy Reid impersonation and throw
the ball two out of three times. In other words, the Chargers are

@.'
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going to be pretty, pretty, pretty liberal in their passing game. But
. , .·.• .. ~. ,why wouldn't they? With Phillip
·,:,:::~;:'.t,:f~+2tii~ets~ ·~ Ari.ii.cent
Jackson,
Antonio Gates, and Malcolm
Floyd, the Bolts should throw
: : . the . ball. Fortunately for the
· ~· Ch"argers, and unlike the current
Supreme Court, the NFL is a
passing league. Look for the
Chargers to rebound from last season's epically terrible special
teams debacle to make a deep run into the playoffs.
5. Pittsburgh Steelers - Clarence Thomas - Did Ben
Roethlisberger clerk for Thomas?
Twice? The Steelers are good,
again. The coolest coach iri the
NFL, Mike Tomlin, has a physical
defense at his disposal, and the
.
.Steelers continue to pound the
football, and then beat you deep.
Baltimore will be right there with
them though, but unfortunately,
Roethlisberger is better than Joe
Flacco, at least for now.
Concurri,ng: lndianapoli.s Colts - William Howard Taft
- WHT blurred the line between the executive and judiciary
almost as much as Peyton Manning
blurs the line between player and
coach. It remains to be seen whether
. Manning's neck injury will force
him to miss 'any time, but Peyton
has never missed an NFL start. If
he plays, the Col.ts · will do whiit
they usually do, have a great regular
season.
Dissenting: Cincinnati Bengals - Nominee Harriet Miers
- Miers' nomination actUally makes the Bengals look stable
'
by comparison, which is pretty
impressive for an organization whose
futility and horrid management has
caused their star quarterback to retire
rather than ever play for them again,
after being denied an ultimatum,
or "trade request."
Fortunately,
President Bush actually chose to
punt for once and she was cut, or "she
withdrew her nomination."

·; ·--

·

*Editor's note: Sadly, this reporter not only elected to leave his
or her name of/this article, he or she also picked the Colts to do
well (even though they lost 34-7) and the Bengals to embarrass
themselves (Cincinnatti beat the Browns 27-17). Do reporters
even have to be experts in the field they report on, anymore?

***
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Quotes from actual participants of the Book Exchange:
Jared Tingey, Book Seller:
"I thought the Book Exchange was run very smoothly. To
me, now having participated in two book exchanges (one last
year), this book exchange was much more organized than
last. It seemed the books were sorted according to subject
and year far better than last year. Jon always responds
within minutes explaining any issue I had ...certainly not
something so "important" to decide to write an article in
Motions. It kind of seems like whining, but hey, maybe
other people had a different experience than me. I thought
it was well organized. I am sure that it was a ton of work for
Jon and others involved."
Thank you to all of the volunteers and participants of the Fall
2011 Book Exchange for creating shorter wait times and faster
returns of checks! Without you, your fellow students and Student
Organizations could not have benefited from the success of this
helpful and practical program!

***
From SHARK, pg. I

25 minute flight from the Vieques airport.
Doctors gave morphine to Strunk and then sent her in a small
plane to the .capital, where she had to wait on the tarmac for an
ambulance to arrive.
After 15 minutes, Strunk grew concerned that there was no
ambulance coming. She asked the pilot to find out what was go~
ing on. He left the plane and went' into an airport office. It was
at this point when Strunk, all alone, with only a bikini and no ID,
cell phone or shoes, was most scared.
"I was sitting in the plane, on a body board, just trying to
keep my composure."
Finally, after waiting a total of 30 minutes, the ambulance
.arrived, taking her to her second hospital of the night.
This hospital did not have an open room for her, so Strunk
spent the night in thee hallway with her friend, who had met her
at the second hospital, before she was to have surgery the next
day:
Interestingly, before surgery, the doctors asked her what mu
si~ she would prefer to have on before being anesthetized. She
chqse ~eggae, and as she. was wheeled into the operating room,
none other than Bobby McFerrin's "Don't Worry, Be Happy,"
came on.
Strunk thoroughly appreciated her doctors in San Juan. Upon
first sight of her wounds, one doctor even joked, "Oh, it's prob
. ably just a barracuda!"
Once the surgery began, doctors reattached four tendons and
a nerve during an hours-long procedure.
She stayed in the hospital for a week, enduring pain, an un' .
. .
certaiiltt;tfile, and _Hµ/efcan~ frene. -. "'~
"It (the storm) wa·s really big," she. s~id . "'But the hospital
has backup generators, so they came on." The island's power
did go out, though the hospital's.generators kicked in. Nurses
also told her that they might have to move.her bed away from the
windows, though they never had to.
Strunk will spend six weeks in a cast and then start her physi
cal therapy.
The Idaho native, who also attended USD as an undergradu
ate, has now had almost a month to look back and reflect. ·
"There was an article in Puerto Rico that was about things
that you could do to avoid an attack," she said. "And one ofthem
was 'Don't wear shiny things in the water,' and I had this bling
bling bikini on and this bracelet. It (Vieques) has been touted as
a place like, 'We don't have sharks,' but they're there."
Strunk was-unbeknownst to her at the time-breaking
Puerto Rican law when she swam in the bay. "It's actually illegal
to swim in this bay because of ecological conservation," she said.
However, "everybody swims. We were encouraged to swim."
Nevertheless, Strunk remains grateful to those who helped
her in her extreme time of need.
"I just really appreciate the response I got from them (the
tour group)."
And what will Strunk take away from this experience?
"I've got a lot of people saying, 'Oh, you're such a survivor,
it's such a miracle,"' said Strunk, as she shook her head in dis
agreement.
"It's a big deal, but it happens. It's a shark bite. I know it
sounds weird saying that, but really, I'm OK, thankfully. I totally
feel lucky. This is, I guess, part ofmy plan. It happened, I'm not
going to let myself go 'why me?'"
Strunk also credits her faith in dealing with this ordeal. "It
(my faith) was very important to me-my personal relationship
with God. It's made me realize how personal my spirituality
is."
And through all ofthis, Strunk maintains her sense of humor.
She has, despite the seriousness of what happened, named her
attacker "Chewy." And after all the recent news in San Diego
about shark sightings at Mission Beach and La Jolla Shores, "I
joke that Chewy's come to apologize," she said with a smile.
Strunk also sincerely appreciates her friends here in San Di
ego for all they have done to help her. Because Chewy bit her
right leg, Strunk is unable to drive and it is hard for her to move
about.
"I'd like to publicly thank Caroline Gillen for driving me
around," said Strunk. "Everyone's been super helpful. . The
kitchen's stocked with food."
·
Anq after all this, most people might expect her to perma
nently cross Puerto Rico off her list of future destinations, but
Strunk intends to return.
"I still love Puerto ~co and feel very connected to it," she
said. "My fondness has only grown deeper."

***
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Law_ School: A -P ositive Experience, but Lessons Learned
By Christina Phan
My bedroom fan running on high, black silk comforter
falling to the ground, pillows and clothes strewn across the bed
and floor, moonlight dancing into the room; I lay on my stomach
taking in a few more hours of sleep before the dreaded singsong
alarm announces the need for me to awaken for school.
That was the first day ofmy third year oflaw school.
My first year of law school I wrote an article for Motions
discussing my first day of school. At the end of my first day of
my 3L year, I re-read that artide; wow, have. I changed. From
a young girl with an inability to sleep, nervous excitement
for
school,
student
organizations,
work
opportunities, and being
in the legal field, I end
my first day of 3L year
with im entirely different
song and dance. The girl
I once was has groWn up
and is now more realistic
and with dreams that have
shifted immensely.
Unlike my lL year,
this time I woke up in
the morning and· had
not laid out clothes to
wear for the first day of
school, I had not packed
my backpack and did not
have a locker or a new
parking pass. I walked
into my first day's classes
pretty unprepared; I only ·
-skimmed the assignments
that were e-mailed out
to the class and had not
even purchased any of
my textbooks. Hey, this is the year that law school is supposed
to bore you to death, right?
After two years of law school and working at countless legal
positions with distinctive and accomplished attorneys and jurists,
l have realized that the legal field is not for m~. This is not a
realm that I am passionate about working in for the rest of my
life. When I graduate, I do not intend on practicing -law.

Law school has been a rough period for me. I am a natural within my legal positions.
Though, in law school I ha~e struggled internally, the past two
researcher and planner. When I am bored, I sit and I plan out my
life and I research qifferent things that excite me. Admittedly, years has also given me some of the greatest moments of my life.
I even have graphs, excel spreadsheets, ani:I journals noting my I have developed incredible friendships, great memories, and
various visions and ideas. Yes, I am a pretty big nerd. I have have acquired strong skill sets that have helped me to develop as
always known who I was, where I belong, and where I wanted a person and professional. I am able to write more concisely and
my end destination to be. However, as I slowly began to realize analyze issues in a well-rounded manner. After hard work and
that the realistic practice of law was not something -I wanted much practice, I have moved from being a strong oral advocate to
to do for. the re'st of my life, my end destination stopped being a good oral advocate with international mobility. I have a better
clear. The past year-as I started realizing my unease and lack of understanding of the realities of'the world and I have enjoyed
passion for practicing law-has been extremely scary and I have practical experiences traveling and competing around the globe
never been so lost in my life, so without direction. However, as in places like New York and Hong Kong. Through being on the
I ent1<r my third year of VICAM team I have also found an immense interest in possibly
law school I have more working in the realm of international arbitration. Though I do not
focus and realization want to practice law, I can take the skill sets that I have developed
of where I would like in school and utilize them in different sectors that- I enjoy.
I have enjoyed- and will always remember-the great
to be and what. I would
like to do with -my life. memories with -awesome people that I have met through my
I do not despise my legal and academic experiences. I will always remember
legal education. I am random shopping trips, and staying up to the wee hours of the
actually happy with my night in the LRC researching, and writing briefs and practicing
overall experience and arguments for various moot court competitions. I will always
happy that law school remember laughing, crying, and moaning and groaning with my
has helped me to realize section bl.lddies and VICAM teammates. I will remember being
the types of careers that surprised _by a group of law school mates on my 21st birthday, as
well as sports days at the beach. I will always remember sitting
truly interest me.
Being in law school in the Writs pretending to study in between class and the attack
and working in the legal of the coffee monster that ca_used the coffee stain in Warren Hall
sector, r have had the 3~. I will always remember )Yatching Taiko drumming in Grace
opportunity to develop . Courtroom (seeY_ouTube). l have h~d an incredible journey.
On my first day qf law school, I had nothing but nervous
and apply the skills
obtained
throughout excitement anci n~lve dreams for _the future. As a third year law
my academic cart<er. student, I have tangible memories and a stronger u"nderstanding
My legal education has of what to expect for the coming year. I now understand that the
helped me 'to realize core -O_f law school and life is not about grades or your resume
my
core
interests but developing positive and lasting relationships. I now truly
and the sectors that I understand how important it is to find an activity or person
am truly passionate · outside of work or school to keep you grounded and constantly
in looki!lg toward a -positive future. .
about
working
w)len I graduate. At werk and school, I have found myself to -As I continue through my third year oflaw school, I look forward
be mo~e interested in the different business and financial or to the opportunity to furl:her develop my skill sets and continuing
public relations related aspects of the practice rather than just to create awesome memories and building new friendships.
the day-to-day work of an average attorney. I have also had the Though l am very excited to soon be done with school and ready
opportunity to expand upon these non-legal interest~ ~ough to move forward in a different sector of work, this has been an
my various extracurricular activities, electi'vk courses and even overall positive journey.
.
~
~ ·~
t '
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_it was that law students maintain discipline throughout their law
school career. "As I said at orientation, you have to come in and
do the very best you can in all your courses. Really think about the
best courses you can take, the best courses for the kinds of things
you want to do and don't be frightened away from them because
they're known to be tougher or meet at 8:30 in the morning." He
was also very adamant that students avoid slacking off their third
year, which he says "is not good for preparing for the bar and it's
not g.ood for preparing for employment."
'According
to
Ferruolo,
balance,
in combination with
discipline, is also a
law · student's best
bet for success, n~t
only in school, but
also in life. "You
have to prepare for a
long life of working,
a life where you're
going to · change
jobs and careers
potentially multiple
times. So how do
you find. the core,
strength,
stamina
to do that? It goes
back to this concept
of discipline," he
says.
However,
maintaining balance
as a student or
attorney is very
- important, "because
if you're completely
driven you'll burn
out. You can't push

that really hands-on practical e'°x peri e~ce which is an important
complement to a very strong academic legal training. I see my
role as really building upon those strengths."
Surprisingly, Ferruolo had a hard time divulging what he
thought needed improvement, ''I think things are pretty good.
Keviri Cole did a really good job in terms of building up the
administrative support." And for those worried about the fate
of Cole's Dean Mixers, have no fear, Ferruolo says they are here
to stay. "Dean Mixers will be happening. I'm really looking
forward to it. If people have particular views on things we can
do to make those mixers better, that would be great."
But surely the school is not perfect or else it would not
have fallen from 515 to 67 in the 2012 .us News Law School
rankings. After some pressing, Dean Ferruolo admitted one
area that needed serious· improvement. "I think the thing that
I would really put at the top of my list is we've got t_o deal with
the financial situation of the students. We've got to increase the
money for scholarships and we've got to build a strong financial
support for a loan forgiveness program."
I agreed that the crippling debt taken on by most law-school
graduates was a pressing matter, but what about the notorious
decrease in California bar passage rates? Ferruolo took on a
somewhat defensive attitude towards the topic, "a number of
programs have been put in over the past couple of years to
support students and assist with bar passage. We need to see what
· happens with the July bar results, [to know] if thc;ise programs
are working. But we're not going to become a bar passage
school. That is not USD. This place is academically excellent.
The students here who have a strong academic training and
prepare for the bar should do just fine." Dean Ferruolo wanted
to emphasize that all the responsibility should not be placed on
the school. "My view is that once you have a strong and sound
legal education, the key to passing the bar is to take a bar review
course and do nothing but study for two months."
Despite his aversion to becoming a "bar passage school,"
Ferruolo does support additional programs to help push students
yourself
beyond You're in FerruolQ territory now.
towards success on the bar. This year the school introduced an where
you
can
Introduction to the Study of Law course, which is required for sustain it over many years."
first year students. Ferruolo hopes the course will give students
The father of two personally knows how important it is
a leg"up. "The introduction to the study of law is to help give to have balance. At the moment, Ferruolo is still wrapping
people a little bit of a push," he says, "and a jump start in terms up work with Goodwin Procter and continues to serve as the
of ho.w to analyze cases." He also wants to reinvigorate third vice chairman of BIOCOM/San Diego, the largest regional
year students and better prepare them for the bar and theiI: life science association in the world according to BIOCOM's
future careers. While concrete plans as to how the school will website. He also remains active with CONNECT, a regional
accomplish this are still in the works, Dean Ferruolo says he program designed to link inventors and entrepreneurs with
wants to find a way to "make [third years] continue to apply the tools to commercialize their products. On top of all of his
themselves with the rigor and the discipline that i_ts going to take responsibilities, he is also a father to daughter Christina 15 and
to pass the bar."
son Stephen, 13, as well as a husband,to his wife, Juli~ who is
In fact, discipline, says Ferruo.lo, is the key to success in law also a corporate transactional lawyer.
·
school, a career, and life. When Ferruolo spoke to the incoming
So how does Dean Ferruolo balance a family, a career, and
-students at orientation, he made sure to highlight how important -

'extra~urricu l~ acti~iiies? BetWee~· co'okillg and. traveling, he
strives to make ample time for his family. "We love to travel as a
fa,mily. We do·a combination of pleasure and cultura} travels. We
just had three weeks in Italy and Switzerland in June." Ferruolo
says· physical exercise is ·also important, "I think that you 've
got to stay physically fit. I talked with the new students about
balance; I think physical exercise should be part of that balance
in life. I exercise pretty much everyday." It also helps that he
shares a career interest with his wife, whO"will be a supervisor in

-

-

the Technology Entrepreneurship Clinic here at USD.
Discipline and balance seem to have worked out well for the
new dean. After almost a decade of teaching and two decades of
legal practice, he has found a way to combine the two f~r what
he hopes to be a successful career at the law school. "I r.eally
enjoyed my three years of law school and I really enjoyed 20
years of legal practice," he said. "It was a lot of fun." But like
most teachers, one day he hopes to bring it full circle: "Ten years
from now I liope I will be teaching."
In the meantime, Ferruolo will strive to incorporate his past
career experience as dean. "I understand the academic side of
law school and that's extremely important, but I also understand
the changes in the legal marketplace and the need to better
educate our students for that legal market place."

***
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Get Clubbing (Extra-Curricularly, That is)
Check out the clubs below that have volunteered their time to
inform the masses about what their student club is all 0;bo11;t!

,·Phi Delta Phi

.·. -· Sound Interesting? Ask any current member or alumni
of the team. Being a member of VICAM is hands-down
,Become a part of the oldest & most prestigious
the ·best experience that a law student can have in terms
APALSA is an organization that fosters netwmking law fraternity in North America. Phi Delta Phi was
of developing ora~ advocacy skills, research skills, writing
and communication amongst Asian Pacific American law established in 1869 and current initiated members -exceed skills, and developing friendships around the world.
students at USD as well as with Asian Pacific American 200,000 people. Much of Phi Delta Phi's membership
Each year · the competition features an international
is
comprised
of
some
of
the
most
influential
minds
in
sales
contract dispute governed by the United Nations
lawyers in the San Diego regi~n. APAI,SA be,lieves -in
bur'6ountry's
history,
including
American
presidents
and
Convention
on Contracts for the International Sale of
creating a strong network for law students and to r.rovide
_Supreme Court justices.
·
Goods
(CISG).'
opportunities for the future of diverse lawyers. Our first
· . Once you become a member of Phi D_elta Phi you
VICAM begins their training in October for the March
general meeting will be held on September 12, 2011, at
will start experiencing the benefits. USD's chapter hosts
competitions, . In pr.eparation, the USD team competes
noon in WH 3B. There, lLs will haye ~he opportunity to .networking events with alumni, an exclusive outline
in practice competitions, we host our qwn practice
sign up for the APALSA mentor program and 2Ls and 3Ls bank will be available, and we host regular happy hours
competition, and we practice arguing under foreign laws
will be able to sign up to be mentors. Our :first event will at O'Toole's that are completely sponsored by Phi Delta
and international trade agreements.
be the Mentor/Mentee BBQ on September 24, 2011, with Phi. However, the most important aspect of Phi Delta Phi
USD has p_erformed extremely well at the international
more details to come! All are welcome!
membership is the ability to separate yourself from the
. competitions ·winning advocacy; brief awards, and on
crowd.
multiple occasions, have advanced te the final elimination
Make the cut. Distinguish yourself. Join Phi Delta
.rounds of competition.
Business Law Society
Phi!
Visit us at www.USDVICAM.com or contact us at
For more information visit www.phideltaphi.org or
USDviCAM@gmail.com for more information, including
The Business Law Society provides a forum for email rbesinque@sandiego.edu
applications and further try-out info~ation.
students to share ideas and further explore the area of
-S. Chad Peace
transactional law. To this end, the Business Law Society
***
President
will provide students with unique opportunities to interact
with various legal practitioners, corporate counsel, and Pro Bono Legal Advocates
***
business professionals in the community as well as
faculty and staff._ We will do this through guest speaker
Pro Bono Legal Advocates (PBLA) is an organization Women's Law Caucus
engagements, panel discussions, seminars, practical dedicated to giving legal assistance to the local community.
The Women's Law Caucus is dedicated to exploring
learning sessions, and other sponsored events. We are Through each of its nine programs, PBLA helps bring
a newly revived organization with big plans for this legal help to those 'who would otherwise be lost in the legal issues affecting women and promoting women in
year. This September we will be hosting our first of many legal system or who inight not be able to afford compefent the law. Join the WLC for our fall events including a
speaker events with free dinner provided to those who counsel. In addition, PBLA provides programs that are not September lmrch meeting ·followed by a "Back to School
attend. Our philanthropies this year will include a Texas specifically law-oriented for those who want to help in the & Welcome IL" happy hour. · In Novemb~r, the WLC
will host a Fall Speaker Pari.el & Attorney Mixer, our
Hold' em tournan;ient, softball fournament, and possibly a local community.
biggest networking event,of the year! Spring events will
golf tournament. Contact info: bls.usd@gmail.com
Chair-Camille Edwards, chair.pbla@gmail.com
Vice Chair-Steven Lesan, vicechair.pbla@gmail.com . include the San Diego Women's Resource Fair and the
***
WLC's Annual Faculty Auction. For more information,
Clinics: HIV/AIDS Clinic-Jessie Taylor,
e"mail usdwlc@gmail.com.
hivaids.pbla@gmail.com'
Diversity Committee
Unlawful Detainer Glinic-Kevin Spencer, unlawfuldet
***
ainer.pbla@gmail.com
·
The Diversity Comn;lltte~ seeks to promote diversity
Domestic Violence Clinic-Stephanie Sweat, domestic
in the USD ' legal ~ommunity thr~ugh our pr~gi-a~s
violence.pbla@gmail.com
and events. We recognize that diversity is an inclusive
Children's Clnic-Lisa Charukul,
concept that encompasses, without limitation, race,
childrens.pbla@gmail.com
color, ethnicity, . ge.nder, gender identity. Our events
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) Clinic~Ryan
include: Admissions Workshop (for diverse law school
Doyle, vita.pbla@gmail.com
applicants), Battle of the Brains (a student & faculty trivia
Elder Law Clinic-Michael Yu,
competition), and Diversity Banquet. We are looking for
elderlaw.pbla@gmail.com
volunteers for our Admissions Workshop on October 8,
Guardianship Clinic-Michael Yu, guardianship.pbla@
2011. Anyone and everyone can join DivCom and we
gmail.com
hope to see you all at future events! For more information
Monarch Clinic-Elizabeth Bingham & Cindy Kim,
on DivCom, please e-mail usddiversity@gmail.com or · monarch.pbla@gmail.com
find us on Facebook at USD DivCom.
Home Owriers Mobile Education (HOME) Clintc
Christine Salib, home.pbla@gmail.com
***
Asian Pacific American Law Student Association.
(APALSA)

.

***
Health Law Society .

University

Health law deals with the federal, state, and local rules
that govern tlie health care industry. But,, the health care
industry is a heavily regulated and complex market that
consistently faces new legal challenges.
The USD Health Law Society's mission is to promote
awareness of health law at USD, and to provide a resolirce
for students interested in health law.
·
We are hosting an informational lecture on
September 15th at 12 noon (WH3A). Lunch will be
provided. If you have any questions contact Sam Wong
at HLS.USD@gmail.com. We hope to see you there!

***
Intellectual Property Law-Association
Our club is a place where students who share a
common interest in IP can meet, seek advice from other
students, hang out, and build connections. Tl?roughout the
year, we hold various events, from panels Qf law,yers who
work iq the IP profession, to social mixers where you can
network with employers, professors, and fellow students.
Tht<se events are open to anyone, even if you have idea
what IP Law is. Our website serves as our information
hub where we will"do our best to keep you up to date on
club events and information, as well as current IP News
in the legal system. We will also have articles written by
fellow students relating to current issues in the IP field or
any other IP topics that spring an interest.

***
:·

. ""

of

San

Diego

The objectives of the Tax

Tax

Law

Law

Society

Society are to:

(1) , educate and generate interest in law students about
the different areas and issues in the realm of tax ~aw,
(2) create opportunities for law students to ~etwork
with . both tax practitioners and tax professors, and
(3) generate interest in pursuing graduate tax degrees.
We typically have one speaker event per month, duririg
lunch, and an end-of-semester mixer event. We send out
· periodic emails alerting members of upcoming,. events
on and off carp.pus, so if you · would like to be added
to the email list please send your name ·and email to
usd.tls@gmail.com.

- You can find Curtis Jackson, 3L, in the club, often times with
a bottle full ofbub... bly. And if the Sports and Entertainment_
Law Society sent in a little blurb, you know Mr. Jackson
would be all over that.

***
VI CAM

International Arbitration: Our Tournaments Are Sweet
The USD Vis International Commercial Arbitration
Moot team ("VICAM") competes against over 300
international teams from over 80 countries across the
world. As part of the. perks, most of the team travels to
either Vienna or Hong Kong towards the end of the year
for tournaments known as the "Olympics of International
Trade.':

Hey, look!
Another club.

-~~~~~~~-~-~-------~------ ------- -----
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Broke Law Students can Barely Afford
Torero Store 's Textbook Prices
highest price. Even if a professor will allow the older edition
the publisher may not sell the older edition anymore, so if th~
bookstore cannot find enough used copies, it will have to sell the
It is that time of year again. As our class schedules fill
our bank accounts dwindle with each textbook we buy. -Th~ new edition.
Ms. Missel and Mr. Goodrich do assure me that they have
average law textbook costs $170, and with four or more classes,
taken
extra steps to lower prices and pay more to students for
"suggested" reading, and study aids, the bill can be prohibitively
used books in recent years. They have become more aggressive
expensive.
As frugal students scour the internet for deals, the inevitable in lowering prices; they try to search for the best price, sometimes
question is: Why can we buy these books cheaper online? Why even finding these books online. This last year they did their
can I find a textbook for $225 in the bookstore, but the same book research and slashed prices on over 300 titles. For book sales, the
bookstore is operating at only a ten to 20 percent profit margin, ·
costs only $160 on Amazon.com?
which
Ms. Missel and Mr. Goodrich tell me is fairly low.
I went to the Torero Store and spoke with Kathy Missel, the
Ms. Missel and Mr. Goodrich also implemented a new
store manager, and Michael Goodrich, Textbook Manager, to see
program for textbook buybacks this year. If a student finds a
what I could learn, and some of their answers were surprising.
better
buyback price, the bookstore will offer them a ten percent
First, because the Torero Bookstore is so small, and orders
relatively small quantities of each book, it cannot get the same bonus. If a student's book is resold, the bookstore offers that
student a 20 percent bonus. They also touted the rental program,
kind ofbulk discounts given to Amazon.com and Half.com.
where
students can "borrow" their books for 55 to 60 percent off
Second, these retailers will sometimes sell books cheaper
than their cost, at a loss. They do so to attract customers to the retail price.
So what can the poor law student do to afford textbooks
their sites, where they try to sell them other products. Our small
'
university bookstore cannot afford to do so for it does not have besides selling blood?
One option is to buy on Amazon.com or Half.com. You can
millions of potential customers, thousands ~f available products,
and billions of dollars in annual sales like Amazon and cannot find used- and sometimes new-books for significantly lower
prices than those found at the Torero Store.
.
absorb the loss.
Another option is to purchase your book at the SBA Book
Third, the bookstore also does not have a business model that
would allow it sell books as cheaply as the online retailers do. Exchange at the beginning of the semester; or find a fellow
student/recent graduate who used the same textbook. Students
Amazon does not have
tend to price their
a physical location,
books fairly and
and instead operates
cheaply.
out of warehouses
A final option
and often subleases
is
to
rent textbooks
and hires independent
from the bo~kstore
contractors.
This
or Amazon.com,
is a much cheaper
especially if you do
business model than
not expect to read
having
employees
them
again. Many
and a store.
The
lawyers and recent
bookstore also has
bar-exam
takers
its _textbook manager
I
have
spoken
and other employees
with say that they
spend months trying
never used their
to order the correct
textbooks
once
books for each class,
the class was over.
while Amazon just
However, this may
purchases
books
not
work ifyou like
as customers order
to make significant
them·.
highlighting
or
Fourth, students
notes
in
your
selling their books
books.
back
expect
to
When deciding
be paid a certain
whether to buy
price (currently the
USD law students eagerly wait in line at the Torero Store for textbooks like the
used, be sure to do
bookstore
offers
up newest ed"ition
. oJ·•"'lnternational
.
to
50% of the
original
~aw," which costs approximately $225.
the following:
•
Consult with
price), and then the bookstore mu~t mark up the price for resale
the professor, and/or talk to students who had the
to still make a profit. The bookstore cannot compete with used
professor recently to see if you can get by with the
textbooks sold by students, either online or in person. A student
older edition.
can sell for whatever price he or she chooses, without concerns
• Look at the Index of the new edition, to see if it is close
for employees and profit margins, while the bookstore has
enough. The differences could be as slight as only the
pricing requirements set by the university.
margins have changes, or drastic if there have been
Fifth, textbook publishers, faced with the threats of the
recent developments in the field. Always try to be
used-textbook market and online competitors, have been issuing
aware of changes in case law and statutes.
new editions more frequently and encouraging professors to

----- ·-
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It's the Economy,
Stupid! And Here's
how to Fix It

By Camille Edwards

require the new editions to drive up demand and make a profit.
Puolishers used to issue new editions every three to. four years,
and now do so an average of every 18 months.
Finally, the bookstore can only order the titles and editions
available. If the professor
that the professors require and that
requests the most recent edition, students are stuck paying the

are

TH£

ByAmirGuri

When I hear people discussing the future of the United States,
I don't often hear optimism. We have amassed huge amounts
of debt, our political leaders are children, our economic future
looks bleak, and our country's infrastructure is falling apart at the
seams. This list excludes a lot.
Of course, what we really need is for our economy to start
moving, and that means that corporations have to start hiring. It
isn't as though they do not have the money to hire. In May ofthis
year, it was calculated that $1.6 trillion of corporate dollars were
on the sidelines of the economy just sitting there, doing nothing.
What are they waiting for? They are waiting for the economic
outlook to improve. .Contrary to what many think, corporations
do not hire after earning large profits; they hire when there's a
promise of future profits, and that means that there has to be
demand. Of course, demand is currently low and the prognosis
for the future does not look too good. So where is demand going
to come from?
If only we could fool those corporations into believing that
demand is bound to pick up. Then they would start hiring and
demand would actually pick up! Corporations, of course, won't
be fooled by false promises ofprojected growth coming from the
White House or anybody else. They have their noses grounded
in logic, and they'll keep their money on the sidelines until future
demand actually looks plausible.
So we are stuck at a paradox. Corporations, which are
devotedly self-interested entities (not people), will not risk
hiring until they see a promising tomo.rrow. And there won't be
a promising tomorrow until corporations start hiring. The White
House is trying to interject with their new job's package, and,
perhaps if they get a huge package out there that can artificially
increase demand, corporations will start hiring. I, however, am
very skeptical. I am skeptical that they could even get a huge
jobs packaged passed, and I am skeptical that corporations
would follow the administration's lead. Corporations are not
just cunning entities, they are also very fearful. I do not think
that many of them would trust a legislative increase in demand
as being stable growth.
While the situation appears to be bleak, there is an obvious
solution that I haven't heard anybody else mention. If all
th,e major corporations made an .agreement to hire together,
they would create an abundance of new jobs, meaning more
customers, higher demand for products, and higher profit
projections. Unemployment goes down, stock prices go up, and
everybody is happy.
To me, it's an empowering yet elegant solution. As crazy as
it sounds that corporations would actually work together, it is
simply too much in everybody's best interest to be tossed aside.
It would work too. Things need to happen. Hands need to be
shaken. The wheels must be put in motion! We do not need the
government to fix this problem; we need corporate leaders to get
off their butts and do what only they can do.

Is there a solution? Will law school bookstores ever sell us
textbo?ks at prices that we think are reasonab_le? Hard to say.
For now, I have my Amazon student account, and will eat peanut
butter and jelly until I get a (real) job.

This glass is definitely half-empty.

***

JURY

BOX

Motions Wants to Know: What are your Honest Opinions ofthe Dean's Mixers?
· "It is a great way for students of any year to mingle and enjoy a

"They need hard liquor."
-Sam Atari, 2L

few moments outside the classroom and library."
-Jon Salt, 2L

***

***

"The food is hit or miss, but I like that they have themes and
try to make it fun. Get there early if you want your choice of
graduate level beverages. I also liked when they gave us free flu
shots, that was helpful."
-Ali Brown, 2L

"I like them. They are very cro:vded, but gives you a nice chance
to see your professors in a social setting, making them more
accessible."
-Trisha Ton-nu, 2L

***
"They are a good preg:ime for softball games."
-Alex Gershen, 2L

***

***
"I think we are fortunate enough to have deans who will take
time out of their schedules to be available to students in that
capacity."
-Sara Wisner, 2L

***

"Considering that it isn't really free, I don't mind because it is a
nice way to relax before class. And you can bring your beer to
class."
-Rada Feldman, 3L

***
"I have never been to one. I feel like they would be awkward."
-Steven Lesan, 2L

***
"Coming from a public school, I appreciate the free beer. But the
time of day is weird, maybe it should be later."
-Lisa Charukul, 2L

***

